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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF DEKALB COUNTY

STONE MOUNTAIN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
STATE OF GEORGIA
IN RE:

*

Declaration of Judicial Emergency

*
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>(-

*

Date: June 7, 2021

3(-

ORDER DECLARING IUDICIAL EMERGENCY (15th)
(Extended through June 30, 2021 at 11:59 p.m.)
On March 14, 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Honorable

Harold D. Melton, as the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Georgia, issued an
Order Declaring Statewide Judicial Emergency pursuant to

OCGA

§

38-3-61. That

Order has been extended fourteen times, with modiﬁcations, by orders issued on April
6, May 11, June 12,

July

10, August 11, September 10, October 10, November 9, and

December 9, 2020 (with Section I (B) relating to conducting jury trials modiﬁed on
December 23, 2020), and on January 8, February 7, March 9, April 8, and May 8,
2021.

After consulting with the Judicial Council of Georgia and other judicial
partners, and because the novel coronavirus continues to signiﬁcantly affect Georgia’s

judicial system, it is hereby determined that the Order should be extended again.

However, as discussed in the Notice of Expected Termination of Statewide

Judicial Emergency

on

June 30, 2021 issued separately today by the Chief

Justice, it is anticipated that the Public Health State of Emergency declared by
the Governor may expire at 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, June 30, 2021.

Accordingly, the Order Declaring Statewide Judicial Emergency, which would
have expired on Monday, June 7, 2021, at 11:59 p.m., is further extended but
only until Wednesday, June 30, at 11:59 p.m.
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If

the Public Health State

of

Emergency expires before June 30, the Order Declaring Statewide Judicial
Emergency will expire at the same time by operation of law. Until this Order expires,
all Georgia courts shall continue to operate under the requirements set forth in the
Order as extended, as discussed below. However, courts and litigants should

prepare for the expiration of the statewide judicial emergency.

All prior orders are available online, including on the Supreme Court’s website,
www.gasupreme.us, and an overview of the orders is provided in Section VII below.

This extension order varies substantially from the prior orders as our State and its

judicial system emerge from the pandemic. However, judges, lawyers, and litigants
should be familiar with the prior orders to the extent that certain of their provisions

may continue to affect particular matters. Where this order refers to “public health

guidance,” courts should consider the most speciﬁc current guidance provided by the
federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC),

the Georgia Department

of Public Health (DPH), and their local health departments.

I.

Deadlines and Other Time Schedules and Filing Requirements

(A) All deadlines suspended and tolled on March 14, 2020. Pursuant to
OCGA 38-3-62, the initial March 14, 2020 Order suspended,tolled, extended, and
otherwise granted relief from any deadlines and other time schedules and filing
requirements (referred to collectively herein as “deadlines”) imposed by otherwise
applicable statutes, rules, regulations, or court orders in civil and criminal cases and
administrative matters.

(B)

Most deadlines on litigants reimposed as of July 14, 2020. With the

exceptions discussed below, deadlines were reimposed onlitigants effective July l4,
2020.

(C)

Deadlines not reimposed on courts. Recognizing the substantial

backlogs of pending cases, deadlines imposed on courts have remained suspended
and tolled. All courts should nevertheless workdiligently to clear backlogs and to
comply with usual deadlines and timetables to the extent safe and practicable.

Most grand jury and jury trial deadlines remain tolled.
Due to
the lengthy prohibition on almost all grand jury proceedings and all jury trials and the
substantial backlogs of unindicted and untried criminal cases, deadlines for jury trial

(D)
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proceedings (including statutory speedy trial demands), deadlines for grand jury
proceedings (with the exception of the statutory deadlines to indict detained
individuals in OCGA §§ 17-7-50 and 17-7-50.1), and deadlines calculated by
reference tothe date of a civil or criminal jury trial or grand jury proceeding remain
suspended and tolled. This provision does not apply to deadlines calculated by
reference to the date of non—jury (bench) trials. Statutes of limitation in criminal cases
also remain tolled.

Deadlines for indicting detained individuals reimposed as of May 14,
2021. Because at least one grand jury should generally beable to operate safely in all
counties, the deadlines in OCGA §§ 17-7-50 and 17-7-50.1 for presenting cases
involving detained individuals to the grand jury are reimposed effective May 14,

(E)

2021.

Guidance 0n tolling and calculation of new deadlines. Guidance on
the tolling of ﬁling deadlines and statutes of limitations andon deadlines and time
limits calculated by reference to terms of court areincluded in the appendix to this
order. Explanations and examples of howto calculate deadlines that were tolled on
March 14, 2020 and later reimposed are provided in Section II of the July 10, 2020

(F)

extension order.

(G) Extensions of time. Litigants may apply in the normal way for
extensions of reimposed deadlines for good cause shown, and courts should be
generous in granting extensions particularly when based upon health concerns,
economic hardship, lack of childcare, or other caregivingresponsibilities.
Reimposition of all deadlines when the judicial emergency expires.
Courts and litigants should be aware that when this statewide judicial emergency order
expires, all deadlines not already reimposed will immediately be reimposed (unless
tolled by an applicable local judicial emergency order).

(H)

(I)
Authority of superior and state courts to continue tolling of statutory
in
speedy
pretrial requirements under Senate Bill 163. Courts and litigants should
be aware that the General Assembly has passed Senate Bill 163 which, if signed by
the Governor, will take effect on July 1, 2021. SB 163 authorizes the Chief Judge of
a superior court or state court to toll, extend, modify, or otherwise grant relief from
the statutory speedy trial requirements in OCGA §§ 17-7—170 and 17-7-171 following
a judicial emergency if compliance with such requirements is impracticable in a
particular county. An order granting such relief must be supported by a certiﬁcation
that considers speciﬁed factors and includes a plan to resolve cases in which a
statutory speedy trial demand has been ﬁled as expeditiously as possible. Each order
is for a period of no more than eight months, and the authority granted by SB 163
will expire (sunset) on June 30, 2023. Model SB163 orders and certiﬁcations are being
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developed by the councils of superior and state court judges.

Courts and litigants should also be aware of House Bill 635, which, if
signed by the Governor, will provide additional tools to resolve backlogs of criminal
cases, including broadened authority for superior courts to select juries and try cases
in alternative facilities where greater social distancing may be possible; discretion of
courts to try certain caseswithout a jury when the defendant so elects, even if
the prosecutor requests a jury trial; and broadened authority of prosecutors to initiate
certain cases by accusation rather than indictment. The latter two provisions will
expire on June 30, 2022.

(J)

II.

Proceedings Conducted Remotely Using Technology

(A)
safer.

All

Continued use of remote proceedings where legal,practicable, and
courts should continue to use technology to conduct remote judicial

proceedings when doing so is a safer alternative to in-person proceedings, unless the
proceeding is required by law to be in- person or it is not practicable for technical or
other reasons for persons participating in the proceeding to participate remotely.

(B)

Emergency rule amendments. Courts should understand and utilize the

authority provided and clariﬁed by the emergency amendments made to court rules on
video conferences and teleconferences.

Compelled participation. Courts may compel the participation of
litigants, lawyers, witnesses, and other essential personnel in remote judicial
proceedings, where allowed by court rules (including emergency amendments
thereto). Such proceedings, however, must be consistent with public health guidance,

(C)

must not impose undue burdens on participants, and must not be prohibited by the
requirements of the UnitedStates or Georgia Constitutions or applicable statutes or
court rules.

Consent to remote proceedings when not otherwise authorized. In
civil, criminal, juvenile, and administrative proceedings, litigants may expressly

(D)

consent in the record to remote proceedings not otherwise authorized and
afﬁrmatively waive otherwise applicable legal requirements.

Ensuring public access and defendant’s rights. Courts must ensure the
public’s right of access to judicial proceedings as required by law. In addition, in all

(E)

criminal cases, courts must ensure the defendant’s right to confrontation and right to
a public trial unless the defendant afﬁrmatively waives such right in the record.

(F)

Evaluation of proceedings that should be conducted remotely even
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when not required for public health reasons. The pandemic has required courts t0
greatly expand the use of remote proceedings, which have been found to have both
advantages (including signiﬁcant savings in time and travel for participants) and
disadvantages (including loss of in-person interactions and technical concerns,
particularly in areas with poor internet service and for participants with limited access
to or familiarity with the technology used). Courts should evaluate which of their
proceedings should continue to be conducted remotely after the judicial emergency
ends and, to the extent permanent amendments to court rules or statutes are needed to
allow or improve suchremote proceedings, courts should advise their court councils.

III.

In-Person Proceedings Including Jury Trials and GrandJury
Proceedings

General discretion to conduct in-person proceedings under court
operating guidelines when safe and lawful. Courts havediscretion to conduct inperson judicial proceedings under the court’s operating guidelines discussed in
Section III (F) below, but only in compliance with public health guidance, this order,
and the requirements of the United States and Georgia Constitutions and applicable
statutes andcourt rules, including the public’s right of access to judicial proceedings and
a criminal defendant’s rights to confrontation and an open courtroom. No court may
compel the attendance of any person for a court proceeding if thecourt proceeding or
the court facility in which it is held is not in compliance with this order. Courts should

(A)

be particularly aware of scheduling proceedings that require numerous people to be
in the courtroom or courthouse common areas, including large calendar calls.

Grand jury proceedings. The Chief Judge of each superior court, in his
or her discretion after consulting with the District Attorney, may authorize grand jury
(B)

proceedings in-person or remotely (where consistent with law). Guidance for safely
conducting in-person grand jury proceedings and guidance on conducting remote grand
jury proceedings areincluded in the Appendix to this order. Courts and counsel are
reminded that many criminal cases may proceed by accusation rather than grand jury
indictment, and if House Bill 635 is signed into law, prosecutors will have broadened
authority to proceed by accusation.

The Chief Judge of each trial court is authorized, in his or
her discretion, to authorize the summoning of trial jurors and theconducting of jury
trials in accordance with a ﬁnal jury trial plan developedin collaboration with the local
committee and incorporated into the court’soperating guidelines as discussed in
Section III (F) (3) below. Potential jurors should be informed in advance about the
practices that the court willuse to ensure their safety.

(C)

Jury trials.

(D) Continued tolling of most deadlines related to grand juryproceedings
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and jury trials. As detailed in Section I (D) and (E) above, because of the substantial
backlogs of unindicted and untried cases and because grand jury proceedings and jury
trials even when resumed will notoccur at the scale or with the speed as before the
pandemic, deadlines calculated by reference to the date of grand jury proceedings or
jury trials, including but not limited to the speedy trial deadlines in OCGA §§ 17-7170and 17-7-171, remained suspended and tolled, although the deadlines for indicting
detained individuals in OCGA §§ 17-7-50 and 17-7-50.1 are reimposed as of May 14,
2021.

(E) ADR proceedings. Courts may not compel in-person participation in any
court-imposed alternative dispute resolution (ADR) session that is to be conducted in
a manner inconsistent with applicable public health guidelines.

(F)

Operating guidelines for in-court proceedings. Each courtis required to

have developed and implemented written guidelines as to how in—court proceedings
generally, as well as particular types of proceedings including grand jury proceedings
and jury trials, will beconducted to protect the health of litigants, lawyers, jurors,
judges, court personnel, and the public.

Guidelines should be based on bench card and public health
(1)
The
guidance.
“Georgia Court Reopening Guide” bench card included in the
Appendix to this order should be used as the templatefor such operating guidelines,
which at a minimum should include all subject matters contained therein. Courts
should also consider guidance from local health departments and guidance provided
by CDC and DPH; iﬂocal public health guidance is more restrictive than the bench
card, the local public health guidance should be followed instead.

(2)

Isolation, quarantine, and notiﬁcation requirements. With

regard to everyone who works in a court facility, theoperating guidelines shall require
isolation of any person with known or suspected COVID-19 and quarantine of any
person with COVID-l9 exposure likely to result in infection, in accordance with the

DPH TwelfthAmended Administrative Order for Public Health Control Measures,

a

linkto which may be found in the Appendix, or any subsequent version thereof.When
there is reason to believe that anyone who works at or has visited acourt facility has
been exposed to COVID-l9, DPH or the local health department shall be notiﬁed, and
notiﬁcation of persons who may have been exposed shall occur as directed by DPH
or the local health department.

Local committees and jury trial plans. Every county should
have a local committee ofj udicial system participants, convened bythe Chief Judge of
(3)

the county’s superior court, which is charged with developing a plan for safely
resuming jury trials in the county as further described in the “Guidance for Local
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Committees on Resuming Jury Trials”included in the Appendix to this order. The local
committees should use the“Guidance for Resuming Jury Trials” also included in the
Appendix in developing their plans, which must be submitted to the Administrative
Ofﬁce of the Courts (AOC) before the jury trial process begins.

Coordination of operating guidelines. Courts of different classes
that share courthouse facilities or operate in the same county should coordinate their
(4)

operating guidelines, and should seek to coordinate operating guidelines with nonjudicial entities sharing courthouse facilities.

(5)

Updating and termination of operating guidelines.Operating

guidelines shall be modiﬁed as public health guidance is modiﬁed and shall remain
in effect at least as long as this statewide judicial emergency exists continues.

(6)

Publication of operating guidelines. Each court mustsubmit its

current operating guidelines to the AOC at https://georgiacourts.gov/covid-19-courtoperating-guidelines-form to beposted at https://georgiacourts.gov/covid-19—courtoperating-guidelines/ asa centralized website available to litigants, lawyers, and the
public. Current operating guidelines also should be prominently posted at courthouse
entrances and on court and local government websites to provide advance notice to
litigants, lawyers, and the public.

IV.

Discretion of Chief Judges to Declare More RestrictiveLocal Judicial
Emergencies

Authority of Chief Superior Court Judges. Nothing in

the Order
Declaring Statewide Judicial Emergency as extended and modiﬁed limits the
authority of the Chief Judge of a superior court judicial circuit under OCGA §§ 38-361 and 38-3-62 to add to the restrictions imposed by the statewide judicial emergency,
if such additional restrictions are constitutional, necessitated by local conditions, and
to the extent possible ensure that courthouses or properly designated alternative
facilities remain accessible to carry out essential judicial functions.
(B) Limitations on Authority. A Chief Judge may impose such additional
restrictions only by a properly entered order, but such orders may not disregard the
restrictions imposed by this Order as extended and modiﬁed. Courts should be aware
that only the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and a Chief Judge of a superior court
judicial circuit have authority to enter a judicial emergency order under OCGA § 383-61, see OCGA § 38-3-60 (a) (deﬁning “authorized judicial ofﬁcial), and only the
Chief Justice has the authority to extend a judicial emergency order for solong as a
public health emergency declared by the Governor extends, see OCGA § 38-3-61 (b).

(A)

V.

Guidance on Application of the Order
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Included in the Appendix are several guidance documents that clarify the
application of the order in particular contexts. Additional guidance documents may
be posted on the AOC’s website at https://georgiacourts.gov/iudicial-council/aoc/.
Guidance related to the tolling of deadlines should be read in light of the reimposition
of deadlines by this order and by orders in speciﬁc cases.

VI.

Professionalism

With regard to all matters in this challenging time, all lawyers are reminded of
their obligations of professionalism, including the obligation to engage in discovery
in good faith and in a safe manner. Judges are also reminded of their obligation to
dispose of all judicial matters promptly andefﬁciently, including by insisting that court
ofﬁcials, litigants, and their lawyers cooperate with the court to achieve that end,
although this obligation must not take precedence over the obligation to dispose of
matters fairly and with patience, which requires sensitivity to health and other
concerns raised by court ofﬁcials, litigants and their lawyers, witnesses, and others.

VII.

Overview of This Judicial Emergency and Prior Orders

This extension order varies substantially from the prior orders issuedduring this
statewide judicial emergency as Georgia emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic. The
initial March 14, 2020 Order and all prior extension orders, along with related
guidance documents and orders regarding court rules, are available online, including
on the Supreme Court’s website, www.gasupreme.us. Judges, lawyers, and litigants
should be familiar with those orders and guidance documents and should consult
them for detailed information. The following is only an overview.

On Thursday, March 12, 2020, as the novel coronavirus began spreading
rapidly in Georgia and public and private events began to be canceled, the Chief
Justice convened an emergency meeting of the J udicialCouncil of Georgia and advised
the Chief Judges of the superior courts thatthey might need to exercise their authority
under OCGA § 38-3-61 to declare local judicial emergencies and limit operations in
their courts. Several Chief Judges issued such orders beginning that day. On Saturday,
March 14, the Governor issued the ﬁrst Declaration of Public Health State of
Emergency, imposing strict limitations on a wide variety of activities to protect
against the spread of the virus. Later that same day, the Chief Justice issued the
initial Order Declaring Statewide Judicial Emergency, which applies to all courts
and clerk’s ofﬁces and all proceedings in Georgia’s judicial system.

The March 14 Order suspended, tolled, extended, and otherwisegranted relief
from any deadlines or other time schedules or ﬁling requirements imposed by
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otherwise applicable statutes, rules, regulations,or court orders, whether in civil or
criminal cases or administrative matters. It directed that to the extent court
proceedings were held, they should be done where possible in a manner to limit the
risk of exposure to the Virus, such as by Videoconferencing. But the Order also
directed that, to the extent feasible, courts should remain open to address essential
functions, and in particular that courts should give priority to matters necessary to
protect the health, safety, and liberty of individuals. In accordance with that directive,
Georgia’s courts have never been closed; they continued to perform essential

functions despite thepandemic.

Over the next two months, lawyers and litigants adjusted to work during the
pandemic and courts rapidly expanded their technological ability to conduct
proceedings remotely, aided by a number of orders making emergency amendments
to court rules regarding videoconferencing and related matters. The May ll,
2020 extension order provided further guidance on conducting remote proceedings as
a safer alternative to in-person proceedings while also emphasizing the needto ensure
the public’s right of access to judicial proceedings and, in all criminal cases, a criminal
defendant’s rights to confrontation and an open courtroom unless afﬁrmatively
waived in the record. The May ll order appended several guidance documents
regarding the tolling of ﬁling deadlines, statutes of limitation, deadlines and time
limits deﬁned by reference to terms of court, and the continued authority of grand
juries impaneled before the March 14 Order.

The May

order gave judges authority on a case-speciﬁc basis to reimpose
certain deadlines that would otherwise be tolled and to conduct non-essential inperson proceedings, but only in compliance with public health guidance as well as
legal requirements. Jury trials and almost allgrand jury proceedings, however,
remained prohibited because of the large groups of people who are normally
assembled for such proceedings, including jury selection. Each court was directed
to develop detailed written guidelines on how in-person proceedingswould be
conducted to protect the health of all persons involved; the May 1 l order established a
Judicial COVID-19 Task Force comprised of judges from the various classes of
court, along with advisors from key judicial stakeholders, to assist courts in conducting
remote proceedings andrestoring more in-court proceedings, including policies for
safe grand jury and jury proceedings. The order also emphasized the importance of
professionalism by both lawyers and judges while dealing with the manychallenges
resulting from the pandemic. Finally, the May l4 order explained that Chief Judges
of superior courts could issue local emergency orders adding to the restrictions
imposed by the statewide orders when necessitated by local conditions. A number of
such local orders have been issued during the pandemic, particularly in response to
COVID-l9 exposure in particular courthouses.
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In order to allow more pending cases and newly filed cases to move forward in
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the judicial process, per notice provided in the June 12, 2020 extension order, many
of the deadlines imposed on litigants in civil and criminal cases that had been
suspended, tolled, or extended since the March 14 Order were reimposed as of
July 14, 2020. Details about which deadlines were reimposed and how new
deadlines should be calculated were included in the June 12 orderand repeated
in subsequent extension orders. Because all jury and almost all grand jury
proceedings remained prohibited, however, deadlines for jury trial proceedings

(including statutory speedy trial demands), deadlines for grand jury
proceedings, and deadlines calculated by reference to the date of a civil or
criminaljury trial or grand jury proceeding remained suspended and tolled.In

addition, recognizing the substantial backlog of pending cases, deadlines imposed
on courts remained suspended and tolled, although all courts were directed to work
diligently to clear the backlog andto comply with usual deadlines and timetables to the
extent safe and practicable. The June 12 order also appended a bench card entitled
“Georgia Court Reopening Guide” to be used as the template for courts’operating
guidelines for in-person proceedings. Those guidelines are posted at courthouse
entrances and on local court and government websites and are collected by the AOC
at https://georgiacourts.gov/covid- 19-court— operating-guidelines/.

Following cases of COVID-19 in several courthouses, the July 10, 2020
extension order emphasized that in-person court proceedings, in particular large
calendar calls, as well as court-imposed in-person alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) sessions, could be conducted only in compliance with the statewide judicial
emergency order. The July 10 orderalso required court operating guidelines to
require isolation, quarantine, and notification processes for known or suspected
COVID-19 cases in accordance with DPH and local health department direction.

The August 11 and September 10, 2020 extension orders recognized that the
judicial system, and the criminal justice system in particular, musthave some capacity
to resolve cases by indictment and trials, even as the pandemic continued. The
September 10 order authorized the Chief Judge of each superior court, in his or
her discretion after consultation with the District Attorney, to resume grand jury
proceedings in-person or remotely (where consistent with law) as local conditions
allow and in accordance with the order and appended guidance for resuming in-person
grand jury proceedings. The September lOorder also directed the Chief Judge for each
superior court to convene for each county in his or her circuit a local committee of
judicial system participants to develop detailed guidelines for the resumption of
jury trials in the county using the safe jury trial guidelines developed by the Judicial
COVID-19 Task Force. Guidance for the local committees wasalso appended.

After September 10, some counties resumed grand jury proceedings, and
the October 10, 2020 extension order authorized the Chief Judge of each trial
court, in his or her discretion, to resume the jury trial process if local conditions
10

allowed and the Chief Judge, in collaboration with the local committee, had
developed and issued a ﬁnal jury trial plan incorporated into the court’s operating
guidelines for in-person proceedings. As counties issued their jury trial plans, a few
jury trials were held, and more counties resumed grand jury proceedings as well.

The December 9, 2020 extension order, however, recognized that COVID19 conditions were worsening dramatically in many parts of the State and that
courts might need to revise and potentially delay or cancel their plans for jury trials,
grand jury proceedings, and otherin-person proceedings. The winter surge of COVIDDecember 23, 2020, the December 9 order
was modiﬁed to prohibit all jury trials not already in progress until atleast midFebruary 2021. The modiﬁcation order again urged the use ofremote proceedings
when practicable and lawful and limited in-person proceedings to those that could be
conducted in full compliance with publichealth guidance and the other requirements
of the December 9 order. The January 8, 2021 extension order continued these
restrictions, placingparticular emphasis on the need for courts to manage their case
calendarsto minimize the number of participants gathering both in the courtroom and
19 cases became severeenough that on

in common areas outside of courtrooms. As the surge declined, the March 9, 2020
extension order lifted the prohibition against conducting jury trials, and trial
courts, in their discretion, could resume jury trials as local conditions allowed.
Numerous courts then began to conduct jury trials.

Even as grand jury proceedings and jury trials have been authorized,the orders
have recognized that such proceedings will not actually start until a month or longer
aﬁer the process for resuming them begins in a particular county or court, due to the
time required to summon potential jurors for service. The orders have also recognized
that there are substantial backlogs of unindicted and untried cases and, due to
ongoing public health precautions, these proceedings will not occur at the scale
or with the speed they occurred before the pandemic. Accordingly, while our
justice system must resume moving cases to indictment and trial as rapidly as can be
done safely, the statutory deadlines based on indictments and jury trials have
remained suspended and tolled. However, the April 8 extension order announced
that, because at least one grand jury should now be able to operate safely in all
counties, the deadlines in OCGA §§ 17-7-50 and 17-7-50.1 for presenting cases
involving detained defendants to agrand jury, which have been tolled since the
initial order, would be reimposed as of May l4, 2021.

VIII.

Notice Provisions

(A) Notice of expected termination. Prior extension orders have stated that
notice will be provided as to the expected termination of the Order as extended and
modiﬁed at least one week in advance. Such notice is being provided in the Notice
of Expected Termination of Statewide Judicial Emergency on June 30, 2021 issued
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separately today by the Chief Justice, which advises that it is expected that the Chief
Justice’s Order Declaring Statewide Judicial Emergency, as extended and modiﬁed,
will expire at 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, June 30, 2021.

Notice of additional local measures. Courts should make available to
the public additional steps they are taking to safely increase operations while
responding to the pandemic. Recognizing that not all courts have a social media
presence or website, the AOC will continue to post court-speciﬁc information as it
becomes available on the AOC website at https://georgiacourts.gov/covid-19—

(B)

preparedness.

(C) Notice of this extension order. Pursuant to OCGA § 38-3-63, notice and
service of a copy of this order shall immediately be sent to the judges and clerks of
all courts in this State, including the clerk of the Court of Appeals of Georgia, such
service to be accomplished through means to assure expeditious receipt, which
include electronic means. Notice shall also be sent to the news media, the State Bar
of Georgia, and the ofﬁcials and entities listed below and shall constitute sufﬁcient
notice of the issuance of this order to the affected litigants, counsel for the affected

litigants, and the public

IT IS SO ORDERED:

ALL PERSONS SEEKING ENTRY TO THE COURTHOUSE
A FACE MASK OR FACE COVERING.
WHILE INSIDE THE COURTHOUSE, IF POSSIBLE, PERSONS ARE

ASKED TO MAINTAIN SIX (6) FEET OF DISTANCE BETWEEN
THEMSELVES AND THE PUBLICAND/OR COURT EMPLOYEES.

ADDITIONALLY, CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN
(18), UNLESS THEY ARE PARTIES TO OR ARE

NECESSARY FOR

A CASE, ARE EXPRESSLY PROHIBITED FROM ENTERING THE
COURTHOUSE.
THIS ORDER DOES NOT PRECLUDE THE IN—PERSON OPENING

AND OPERATIONS OF MUNICIPAL COURTS IN DEKALB COUNTY
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AS LONG AS INDIVIDUALS IN THOSE COURTS PRACTICE SOCIAL
DISTANCING, ADHERE TO CDC AND HEALTH DEPARTMENT

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS AND MANDATES AS WELL AS

CAPACITY RECOMMENDATIONS LIMITING THE NUMBER OF
INDIVIDUALS

A

IN

SPACE

GATHERING

INCLUDING

COURTROOMS, AND FOR THE HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE
OF OTHERS, REQUIRING A FACE MASK OR OTHER FACE

COVERING FOR ANYONE ENTERING THE COURTHOUSE.
Licensure Applications: It is further ordered that

ALL

licensure applicants

are by appointment only and persons may obtain an appointment by ﬁrst contacting

that speciﬁclicensure ofﬁce.

Probate Court Services:

ALL

persons who Wish to review and/or research

Probate Court records or obtain copies

of Probate Court records shall

do so by

appointment only. Persons shall ﬁrst contact the Probate Court to make an
appointment to do so.

Clerk of Court Services:

ALL

applications or services related to Trade-

names, Notary Commissions, Notary Renewals, Emergency Passports, Title

Examiners, etc. shall be by appointment only. Persons shall contact the Clerk's

Ofﬁce to make an appointment.

This Court hereby adopts and incorporates the Fifteenth Order
Extending Declaration of Statewide Judicial Emergency entered by Chief

Justice Harold D. Melton of the Supreme Court of Georgia
into this Order as

on

if fully written herein. Pursuant to O.C.G.A.

IT IS ORDERED

§

June 7, 2021
38-3-63:

that the Sheriff of DeKalb County shall post this Order on
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her public notiﬁcation site and in the courthouses;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED

that the undersigned shall immediately

notify andserve Chief Justice Harold D. Melton of the Supreme Court with a
copy of this Order, such service to be accomplished through reasonable means
to assure expeditious receipt;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED

that the undersigned shall immediately

notify andserve a copy of the order on the judges and clerks of all courts sitting
Within the jurisdictions affected and on the clerks of the Georgia Court of Appeals
and the Georgia Supreme Court, such service to be accomplished through

reasonable means to assure expeditious receipt; and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the undersigned shall give notice of the
issuance

of this Order to the affected parties, counsel for the affected parties,

and the public.

IT IS SO ORDERED this 7th day of June, 2021.

Qua/law

U

The Honorable Asha F. Jackson
Chief and Administrative Judge DeKalb County
Superior Court Stone Mountain Judicial Circuit
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